I am in my parents' house when my best friend arrives. He has allot of candies and pours them on the table. I then wonder how he got them and he starts explaining us how a Russian woman has moved in with her mother and brought different kind of sweets to repay her for the hospitality.
I am making love to my girlfriend and she calls another girl. She is much older and from Spain but I don't want her. The doorbell rings and my girlfriend leaves me with her. She is very excited but I also go to look who is there. It is my sister with her Arab boyfriend coming to check our room.
I get to my university that some students are playing soccer. The balls comes my way and I am able to stop it really easily. There are some black people by the entrance and I hurry. One of them is my old roommate and he is already inside. I greet him and hurry to my office to lock myself in.
I am looking for a way to install a heater in my room. I can see in an architectural drawing that I should put a fan on the opposite side but there is no space for it. I actually remember that my girlfriend's room is much smaller and there is no fan. I then see no problem in installing it on a wall.
I am going up a passage at night and realize that it is a slide. There are people going down and I decide to also go down with them. I don't really see ahead but soon realize that we are heading towards a big water slide. There are different entrances but I slide in one and go down really fast.
I am looking at a map with my girlfriend. It is over Greece and I can see beautiful places where to swim. I don't want to be so down South and start looking a little higher up. There is another beautiful sea side with mountains going in the transparent water. More to the North is a beautiful lake.
I am with a group of protesters on a tennis field. The police is crawling against us shooting balls and I escape with a few others to the top of a building behind us. We get stuck in the roof but I call for my Polish friend and a girl comes to open for us a passage to the kitchen she shares with him.
I am walking with my girlfriend by a bus stop and she greets a friend. She then meets another who is a short and young South American. The latter hugs her for a long time. We then walk away and I ask her who was him. She then tells that he was her old boyfriend and I want to stay alone.
I get to a gym that is far away and already quite late. I anyway go in to hear about the prices and ask to get a year subscription. My ex wife is also there and a lady is showing her how to cook. The man I am talking to cannot help and I get to talk to an immigrant who cannot speak any English.
My girlfriend shows me inside her new house but I find that it is made of cement and it is too dark. I then walk out and discover that the garden is big and sunny. I actually pick a pear from a tree and seat on the grass thinking to cut it. As I look back I realize that the house has many floors.
I am in a submarine going underwater. There is a family with a kid seating next to me and I tell him if he can see a shark going upside down. It is actually only the pillar of a bridge. I then tell him that we are going above the water but he doesn't believe me anymore until our faces get wet.
I am in the ice hockey stadium of my native time and realize that I am wearing the local team's uniform. I am actually the new coach even though I don't even know how to stand up and skate. I try to keep a certain dignity but one of my twin cousins is in the team and starts making fun of me.
I am driving with my kid and come to his grandparents' country house. I decide to leave him there but it is cold and we go in our cottage to light a fire. I should message his mother that we are there and go back to the car to pick my phone. I also pick a beaten apple but meet my father-in-law.
I am walking in the corridor of an empty house and find a living room to the side. My sister is watching TV there with her daughter but I keep walking ahead. I actually realize that she is watching a series for adults and the daughter is scared. I think about going back to comfort her but don't.
I look for information about my American curator friend and a full screen video opens. I try again and I get in his website where there are other videos he recently made. One is about him interviewing a famous artist and another shows his collaborator with a robot filming after a conference.
I feel the hand of my son and wake up in my bedroom. I look in the middle of the room where there is an upside down lifting bench. As I look up I see the windows shutters is open. I look out and see that a tree is growing new green leaves despite the fact that the winter is starting.
I get in a room with a Lithuanian blond girl. She is actually wearing only her panties and bends over me to kiss. We make out but I realize that there are no walls around us. I run holding her naked but go back to the room and lay her on the bed. I touch her breast and realize that is too fluffy.
I am with my son in an amusement park and see a dark hair man. I realize that he wants to kill my son with a glass bottle and I throw a glass bottle at him. I almost hit his head and I throw another one. I manage to hit him but it is only a water bottle and we have to run away from him.
I get in a Russian museum to discuss a show with a curator. I show him a black and white catalogue but he already has my color catalogue. I then start taking measurements and realize that there is a cathedral at the end. As I go back the curator is gone and I leave my contact to his assistant.
I am attending a class but get bored an leave. There is a student inside with a small kid and he starts crying. I can see through the glass outside and try to make him laugh again. I then pretend to remove his mother eye with a fork and eat it. It is only a lychee but he is very impressed.
I am walking with my girlfriend to the villa of my Colombian student. We pass another villa and I get ready to film the workers renovating it but realize that my student is one of them. He is eating a sandwich and he jumps down to greet us but does not want to be filmed and jumps to the side.
I am in a dining room seating next to a brown hairs girl. Her father is seating on the other side and I realize that he is Italian. He starts speaking about his origins but his teeth are too ugly and I can't look. I then stand up to eat some grapes but my mom has put them in the dish washer.
I am checking a new course on the Internet and realize that it is quite related to one of my dissertation topics. I am actually attending the first class and my second supervisor introduces us the schedule. We should make a movie during Christmas and I suggest to work with local prostitutes.
I am on a teenager's bike following a man. We get behind another woman and I get off the asphalt road. I try to get back in but the asphalt is too thick. They also get off the road but the woman keeps up on the grass. The man and I make it back on the road but I realize that he has is penis out.
I am walking with an old Italian friend and we reach a fancy hospital. It is actually where my son was born and he tells me that it is also where the city begins. We then go in his house and we decide to go biking together. He then shows me the picture of the bike he got from a friend who died.
I am walking with my son and come to a recycling station. I find a painted wooden box under a blue umbrella. I get the umbrella and we continue to another station where I should post some small drawings. The postman through in an empty envelope and I use that but it is open on one side.
I am biking with my spiritual friend on a country road. He has a racing bike although he does not know how to use it properly. Another guy with a racing bike joins us and we start following him down a spiral staircase. We actually reach a buffet on the bottom floor and we start eating.
I am seating with another young researcher in my small office at the university. We are about to go for lunch together when our Russian colleague comes in saying that there is free food. We then start following her down the corridor and I slide with my feet noticing that my supervisor is looking.
I am in a class observing my students around a computer. They are actually looking at a booklet that one of one of their classmates. The latter is leaving and I realize from the pictures that he is now a famous model. As he prints the file everyone leaves and I realize that it is a poster of a tiger.
I am making a drawing of an old neighbour and give it to a guy who actually knows him. He is actually my dead grandfather and we start walking down to the town where I now live. It is sunny and I tell him that it is warmer than up north. He then tells me that it is not as warm as down south.
I am walking on an empty street and find an open shop. I go in but realize that it sells expensive clothes. As I wait inside I hear two girls coming from the bottom floor saying that they have found an expensive shirt for a cheap price. I think of checking but then remember I have too little money.
I am in a very small highland that is crowded with buildings and see another small highland on the opposite side. There are allot of buildings constructed right on the edge. They are already old now and I wonder why they haven't spent money to construct a bridge across like in the jungle.
I get in my ex Swedish wife's living room and find an old Italian classmate. His Danish wife is sleeping and he is playing a song on his laptop to wake her up. She does wake up and starts singing. Her breast is half exposed and I suddenly recognize her voice to be that of my dead grandmother.
I am in a supermarket looking for a cashier when a shop assistant calls me to the opposite side. The pictures I have left to develop are ready and she shows them to me. There are some of my family but also the ones my America curator friend has taken visiting an artist studio in the mountains.
I am with my kid and ex wife in an apartment when she tells me that she has bought airplane tickets to visit my father in Canada for a month. The flight is soon but she keeps working and we arrive at the airport too late. We try to negotiate with the hostess but the tickets are not refundable.
A guide takes me and my kid to an old town where we have already been. She actually turns in a small road without waiting for the local baker. She actually knew that he was also going to turn and we reach a square where there is a monument of soldiers committing suicide from the belfry.
I am in a living room with a priest and I notice that he has several books of my ancestors' tribe. He shows me one with a bunker in a mountain but I don't know where it is. He also has pictures of one of his ancestors dressing in original clothes but then tells me that he is from a faraway city.
I am seating on a ski lift with my cousin discussing what we to eat at the restaurant on the top. He actually admits that he has a bad disease and he is taking allot of medicines. As we get to the top I let him walk with my sister and go ahead to the restaurant walking down a path with rocks.
I am with my best friend out of a building at night trying to unlock our bikes. He can very easily but I still have troubles with it. As I keep trying a girl with her boyfriend passes by and greet my friend. He then tells me that they were together but she did not want to give him a low job.
I am in a small square with my girlfriend seating next to a street performer. There is actually another performer who empties a plastic bucket in a fountain. It is actually full of shit and he takes a copper bucket to drink. The first performer starts singing and I realize that the song is prerecorded.
I am attending a baseball match with an old friend even though it is quite dark. On the same bench I recognize a guy I used to know. He recognizes me but we cannot figure out how we met. I then remember that he used to play baseball with me but he tells me that he never played.
I am in a hallway with allot of my relatives and wait for my uncle with cancer to greet me. He is actually my dead grandmother who was brought back to life. I hug her but she also has cancer and her chest hurts. I then walk out and meet her boyfriend in their cottage but he wants to leave her.
I am with my American swimming team in the showers. One of my team mates has made a mask to make fun of me and takes it to the ceramic department to cook it. I then go there to remove it but he follows me. He is locked and starts hitting the walls but there are nails piercing his hands.
I go to a car shop in Sweden and one of the sellers starts talking to me in Italian. I then explain to him that I just got divorced and my wife kept the car. He then takes me outside to look for a small one. One of them is actually too small and another is like a motorcycle with allot of snow inside.
I get in a classroom that there is an high school exam. I then look in the back and find a desk near an old classmate. He has allot of books on his desk and I try to ask him whether he could help me during the exam. He does not reply to me and I decide that I will never attend any university.
I am in a large room of an art academy helping the students. Some of them have built a lamp but do not know how to position it. They try different heights but I notice that there are other lamps. I then tell them to position it at the same height of the others and start jumping like a dancer.
I am seating in the back of a small car and hear an old friend in front talking bad about my family. I then throw myself on him and start calling him a thief. I expect him to hit me but he just starts crying and I seat back again while my cousin drives us to a dinner of our dead grandmother.
I am walking with my new brother-in-law and show him the building where me and his sister made love. She is actually bathing with his son in a pond behind it and we also get in. He actually throws me his son across the water but he starts drowning and I have to go deep in to rescue him.
I am having a meeting in a small office and seat quite nearby a guy talking to two other guys. As I look more carefully I realize that one of them is my old Italian boss. I am really surprise that he is meeting us after the fight we had. As we are about to leave he stands up and gently hits my butt.
I wake up in my apartment that is very early in the morning. My son and I have a plane to take but I realize that it is very late already. I then try to wake him up but cannot find him. I look outside and jell his name but no one answers. I then go back in and see that he is under the blankets.
I am walking over a small hill and come to an historical site. There is a bunch of tourist there and I just keep running down the fields golden by the setting sun. There are actually caves underneath and I should be careful but anyway keep running to see the small mountains in the horizon.
A Swedish colleague is showing me a satellite image of the site of a homicide. It is on the edge of a mountain and he zooms in the cabin where a man killed his lover. We are actually standing outside watching a movie about it. It is projected on the cabin but it is in German and we go in to sleep.
I am with a Canadian researcher in her hotel room. I ask her about another Canadian researcher who I really like and she actually met him. She then starts telling me about him but I really want to leave. I get a phone call from another researcher with whom I share my room and go to him.
I am jogging in my parents' city and greet some American girls on the other side of the street. They want to talk to me and we start walking together in a park. One of them is a military and the other ones are her cousins visiting her. As we keep walking we end up on top of the city sanctuary.
I am in my parents' car going down hill but I want to get out to film the view. My stepfather has actually an headache and wants to go home but I go out anyway. I shut the door very gently not to make his headache worst but they start driving that it is still open. My mother manages to close it.
I am walking next to a lake and find an iron ladder to climb up a cliff. I decide to continue on the main road but it also starts going up. I am actually on a racing bike and go really fast. I bent really much on a curve and decide to stop. I find another handle I could use but it is too sophisticated.
I am at my parents' place talking to my little sister. She actually tells me that my brother-in-law has taught my little nephew to steal mobile phones. I then meet my mother and twin sister but the later tells me that her daughter has only stolen a paper not written with an expensive pen.
I end up in my former parents-in-law's countryside mansion. As I walk through the garden I realize that the apple trees have been pruned only half way. I even find that my former mother-in-law has planted three dark pine trees next to the entrance and I wonder how they will react to meet me.
I am in a small square at night dancing with my Polish friend's girlfriend. She is actually my girlfriend now and we keep dancing while singing opera. My friend is seated on the staircase and we go over him but a new dance starts. It is very cheesy and I go with his girl in a private dance room.
I am in the German capital with two Swedish artists. One of them is actually looking for someone to edit a film they have shot and I start thinking that I could do it. I ask him more about it and I realize they only need the editing software. I then show him the cheap one I am actually using.
I wake up late with my girlfriend in the attic of my parents' place. My stepfather is downstairs and I see that my son got some candies. I then think of having breakfast but my little sister takes the plates down. I move my luggage to follow her but my stepfather tells me not to scratch the floor.
I am walking with my son downtown and stop with him at a kebab place. We get in and he immediately points at a wrap. The Arab man already starts to prepare it for him while I notice that there is a discount on another kind. The man prepares half of it as well even though it is too expensive.
I am with my girlfriend outside and we meet another couple at a restaurant. As we seat with them in the terrace we start thinking about what to order. I just want to share a dish but then notice a restaurant below us. It is run by a fat American Asian woman and I would have rather gone there.
I am walking naked by a cliff and start climbing some parts. I actually feel strong and I am about to continue but see some abandoned working pants below and go down. I put them on and get back to climbing sideway but get over a bush with more pants and the hand of a worker sticking out.
I am in a pond and see my little sister on a terrace. It is actually my twin sister and she is spitting water on a little whale. I then immediately get on the terrace myself and try to also give water to the whale but with a bottle. The whale moves to one side but I manage to poor water in her hole.
I am at a store with students and get ready to pay. The shop assistant actually gives me a receipt with loans I have to pay. I then realize that someone has hacked in my bank account and go downstairs hitting the glass walls with my helmet. A student there tells me how to remove the loans.
I am in an old family friend's place. He is actually showing me around and telling me about his career as a dentist. He was quite poor from the start but then learned how to do surgery and started earning good money but only for some time before he became poor again for a longer time.
I am driving with my sister up to my parents' mountain cottage. As we are approaching the last slope I actually turn right instead of left and end up in another neighborhood. My mother was right behind but does not see us and we look at all the new big houses there but the one of an old lady.
I am in a Russian battle field talking in a trenches with a German lieutenant. The battle is going bad for them but he starts telling me of their successes during their European advance. They went through Austria and he told me that none of the ancient farms there where spared by the bombs.
I am in an expensive car with my cousin driving by the condominiums of a city. He tells me that he needs to fly to my parents but I suggest him to just drive there. He actually reminds me that he lives in the city where we are and the car should stay there since he is not planning to go back.
I am with a group of artists following a lady inside an abandoned building. We are looking for a place to have our studios but they are all too narrow. We actually come to a big open space but three artists already want it for themselves. I see another place for me but two dancers also want it.
I am in a wood with other people and try to walk further out to find a more isolated place. I actually find a perfect small opening where to settle but I soon realize that there is a road next to it. I then decide that I don't want to stay there and go back to an open field where everybody else is.
I am in a classroom talking to a girl and she tells me about a man who found the way to live forever. We then look at a video clip of him and he shows to a class how he cannot loose his blond hairs. We then see another clip in which he is walking on top of his plastic boots floating on the water.
I am looking at the new website of my old work in the States. They have recently changed it and it actually looks really bad. I go through the different pages on the menu bar and realize that my screen is also too bright. As I look at the images I also realize that they are pictures of small pictures.
I wake up in my ex wife's apartment that the Finnish neigbour is at the door. She wants to give me a plate of grind carrots for a Sicilian festivity. I find it strange but accept it and she shows me how to dip a small square tomato in the milk from another plate. She then leaves with her friends.
I am walking with a cousin and come to a beautiful mansion with only larches planted in the garden in front. We are actually in the middle of a larger forest with many other kinds of trees and we walk away from the mansion but a storm comes and we hide under the roof of an old house.
I go to an American dentist to show him that my wisdom teeth are growing. They actually hurt and I tell him to remove them but he starts putting a paste on the molars in front. He then leaves me alone with a magazine and I look at the pictures of a nice fortress by a river in Germany.
I am walking with my son in a small forest and see three rats of different colors. We then hurry to a village but my son see a road sign he wants. I take it off from a pole and give it to him to hide. We then get in the village and I find the cross sign of a pharmacy. I take it but two persons see me.
I am talking to a man and his son who live next to their relatives. They really hate them and even have voodoo dolls for their daughter. They actually invite me in their house and I find it really nice but then we go to their garden and it is very small. It is actually a terrace overlooking the city.
I am in bed with a girl and her parents. She is laying on my side and I start caressing her but her mother awakes. The girl pretends to do yoga and shows me how to lift her upper body to then flip with the legs up. I try and I actually manage but then the father also awakes and they have to go.
I am inside a villa waiting for my old friends. They are actually already outside and we walk to the opposite side of the boulevard to meet another friend. I expect him full with tattoos but he only have a few. I then notice that there are many big tattoos on the wall made out of his skin.
I am with my son in a restaurant and he decides to order a special ice cream. I can see it on top of a fridge and call the waiter to order one. He actually starts taking our dishes away and comes back to have a tip. I can see that he is too stubborn and I drop some small silver coins on the table.
I get on top of a hill with my son and seat on the side of a path to film. I actually see the shadow of a person and realize that he wants to walk where I am. I then move back and see that he is without shirt and have the big tits of a woman. We run away afraid that there are more transvestite.
I am with my girlfriend in the main art museum of the Dutch capital. We are actually walking out but have to go through the entrance. It is crowded with people going in and I see an American poet with his old girlfriend. He is exhibiting my work in the States and tells me that it is doing well.
I am visiting my Polish friend and his girlfriend at night. The latter is actually leaving him for good and I start feeling sad. We are actually inside a museum and she tells me that my Polish friend had a job offer there but he gave it to our Japanese friend and went to work far from home.
I am with my girl inside a small cabin in the forest. There is only space for one person inside and she keeps going in and out. We are actually naked and make love every time she is in. We have done it many times and I decide to take it easy the next time and start by caressing her naked body.
I am on a bus passing by an empty hotel. I then realize that I am on an island and that it is low season. We are actually approaching the east point where there are some small mountains. I should hike there but I get confused and decide to get off at the next stop on the west side of the island.
I am walking inside a big cruise and realize that I am the only European there. As I walk inside a bar I can see through the smoke that everybody else is Chinese. They don't seem concern with me and I keep walking in the smoke realizing that they are only men and there is not a single woman.
I am driving a car with a friend looking for a place to walk. We already been there recently but cannot remember the road and keep straight at a crossing. We actually had to turn left and my friend starts backing up. He passes the crossing and keeps backing with a car behind approaching.
I get in a church with my girlfriend and find that there is a service. We seat down and I start filming the stained glass at the end of the church but a nun takes me by the hand to dance in a circle. She then asks me if I know why she held my hand but a curly girl passes next touching my body.
I am in parents' place garage searching for toys in a box. I actually find a plastic snake and try to scare away my little cousin. He does not react but then my mother comes holding my little nephew and the latter gets really scared. It is actually a real snake but I am holding it by the head.
I am with my parents in a square listening to a street musician. He is very good but suddenly stops playing and pretend to be sick. He wants money but I don't want to give him it to him anymore. My sister actually brings him allot of cash from my stepfather but the wind starts blowing it away.
I am with my girlfriend in an abandoned construction site and pass by a small hill. There was only a big pile of gravel there but a friend of ours has started planting grass. It is actually very high now but completely dry and I admit to her that I have been helping him but they were many snakes.
I get in the lobby of a gallery that is still too early and the main door is closed. I then seat down to read some magazines and an art critic also comes in. We actually know each other but don't really talk until I tell him about my appointment with the curator and he starts telling me about them.
I am biking with my son next to a lake and see a man swimming. It is actually getting cold and dark with the road going suddenly downhill. I only have the front break working but it is not enough and I try to use my foot. There is a crossing below but luckily all the cars are going our way.
I am visiting a museum and get in a smaller room with a contemporary installation. It is actually from an American friend and I see that there are two toy mouses running in the ceiling. As I step on black marks to see if they are interactive I notice the death mask of the American president.
I am walking with my cousin to my native highland and suddenly see a mountain we have climbed. It is very high but we walk further and can only see a smaller mountain we have also climbed. As we talk about taking my kid there the bigger mountain reappears. It is much higher than before.
I am on a bus with my girlfriend approaching a Dutch city. As we pass by the old walls I see a man standing by our bikes. I then think he is trying to steal them and we get off the bus without paying. My girl goes to check and I stay on a mound making small cement sculptures with a spoon.
I am in a parking lot when an old friend arrives with a red car. It is actually an old model but I congratulate and we go up to a restaurant. He runs inside and I have to take care of the bill. I then discover that my son has an old debt there and the waitress starts calculating how much it is.
I am with my girlfriend in the ocean and we start swimming back together. We are actually hugging and I think we can swim very good like that but she finds it difficult. We manage to reach a tree ashore and I find a small plant with two big blueberries. We seat but one of them rolls down.

